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NEW 1394 IDB SOCKET IN SMT
Document: 2004024

New York – October 2006 - Electronic Links

International, Inc. is introducing a new 1394 optical

socket in SMT.  The key benefit of the socket is that the

amount of board usage is reduced by 6 mm. The

socket still uses the light POF sources from Firecomms. In

addition to complying with the new printed circuit board

foot print as identified by the 2004024 document. The

socket is intended to mate with an optical plug cable assembly, also available from

E.L.I.I.

This connector system is able to operate at S200 (250 Mbps) speeds for up to 50

meters. This is a system that in conjunction with the (CCP (Customer Convenient

Port in copper, can support a fully implementation of an automotive topology. The

features and benefits are:

- In compliance with the IEEE specification document 2004024

- Data rate: S200 (250)

- Distance: 18 meters

- No electromagnetic interference (EMI)

- Good signal integrity
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About Electronic Links International, Inc.

Electronic Links International, Inc. develops standard and custom connectors and

cable assemblies, both in copper and optical fiber.  By actively participating in

standards committees, and working closely with providers of new technology, this

U.S.-based company is positioned to bring cutting-edge technology to market quickly

and efficiently.

Additional information about Electronic Links International is available at

www.electronic-links.com.

About Firecomms Ltd.

Firecomms, a compound semiconductor company based in Ireland, develops visible

light sources and sensors that light the way for next-generation consumer devices,

automotive and home networks, and medical equipment.  These devices provide the

groundwork that will revolutionize optical data communications for small area

networks, such as in-car networks and home networks.

Additional information about Firecomms is available at www.firecomms.com.
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